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Newscasts from Buenos Aires this weekend reported that President Raul Alfonsin will soon
announce the implementation of a wide-ranging public sector structural reform plan. Described as
the "second stage" of the Plan Austral, structural reforms are aimed at reducing public expenditures
through cutbacks in state employment, and reorganization of state companies. Most or all state
companies will reportedly be organized under a type of public holding company to be chaired by an
outstanding private business executive. Details of how finance mechanisms for state companies will
be restructured were not yet available. Daily newspaper LA RAZON reported that the major feature
of the government's plan will be encouraging public employees to voluntarily resign. These workers
would then be "gradually assimilated" into the private sector. Business newspaper AMBITO
FINANCIERO reported Nov. 21 that Alfonsin will address the nation Nov. 25 about the reform plan.
Meanwhile, other sources suggested the Alfonsin administration has not yet reached agreement
on the components of said reform. EL CLARIN reported that the Economy Ministry is performing
a "new evaluation" of the plan, while Minister Juan Sourrouille has asserted the plan must be
studied thoroughly and with caution before any action is taken. According to EL CLARIN, the most
controversial component of the structural reform concerns the creation of a well-defined public
service career hierarchy, grounded on revamping the salary scales for high-level state employees.
The Alfonsin administration has elaborated a scheme wherein salaries for comparable skill levels
would be equilibrated during a three-year period. The first step of this process substantial salary
increments for relatively underpaid workers would go into effect in early 1987. Hesitation on the
part of public officials to implement this component was interpreted by EL CLARIN as concern over
its initial impact on fiscal targets outlined by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). (Basic data
from NOTICIAS ARGENTINAS, 11/21/86, PRENSA LATINA, 11/23/86)
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